How Clarabyte Supports NIST 800-171 Data Sanitization Requirements
What is the NIST 800-171?
The NIST 800-171 is a document of guidelines published by the National Institute for Standards and Technology to standardize how
federal agencies define controlled unclassified information (CUI). The purpose of the guidelines is to “ensure that sensitive federal
information remains confidential when stored in nonfederal information systems and organizations.”

Why is the NIST 800-171 important?
There are fewer controls to protect CUI when compared to classified information, which would make CUI the path of least resistance for adversaries looking to gain control over sensitive data. With over 1 million contracts in the NISP alone with the DFARS
Clause 252.204-7012 and 3 million with CUI in the cleared industrial base overall, the loss of CUI poses one of the most significant
risks to national security and must be protected.
Click this link to read our eBook on how Clarabyte supports DFARs data sanitization requirements.

Who does the NIST 800-171 apply to?
Contractors for Department of Defense (DoD)
Contractors for General Services Administration (GSA)
Contractors for National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Universities and research institutions supported by federal grants
Consulting companies with federal contracts
Service providers for federal agencies
Manufacturing companies supplying goods to federal agencies

What does the NIST 800-171 cover?
The NIST document sets security regulations in 14 different categories, including:
1) Access Control
2) Awareness Training
3) Audit and Accountability
4) Configuration Management
5) Identification and Authentication
6) Incident Response
7) Maintenance
8) Media Protection
9) Personnel Security
10) Physical Protection
11) Risk Assessment
12) Security Assessment
13) System and Communications Protection
14) System and Information Integrity

All of these categories and regulations are intended to protect controlled unclassified information (CUI).
“Controlled Unclassified Information is any information that law, regulation, or governmentwide policy requires
to have safeguarding or disseminating controls, excluding information that is classified under [EO 13256] or any
predecessor or successor order, or [ATOM54], as amended.”
The protection of CUI in nonfederal systems and organizations is dependent on the federal government providing a process that
federal agencies can follow to identify the different types of information. Executive Order 13556 established a governmentwide
Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) Program to standardize the way the executive branch handles unclassified information
that requires protection. EO 13556 requires that the CUI Program emphasizes openness, transparency, and uniformity of government wide practices that adhere to the policies found in the Office of Management and Budget and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
The National Archives and Records Administration offers the CUI Registry (NARA CUI) which is designed to address several deficiencies in managing and protecting unclassified information. The procedures outlined here include proper data marking, safeguarding, transporting, disseminating, reusing, and disposing of information.
The National Archives and Records Administration requires that information sanitization decisions occur throughout the information system lifecycle following the NIST 800.88 Guidelines for Media Sanitization.

What is the NIST SP 800-88?
The guidelines found in the NIST Special Publication 800-88 “Guidelines for Media Sanitization” offer proven methods to completely remove the data from various media types, which also includes those that may not have yet been invented. The NIST SP 800-88
outlines proven processes for sanitization that would occur with device recycling, transfer, and device or data end-of-life. These
methods are known as Clear, Purge, and Destroy.
Confidentiality is the major driver for which data sanitization method is used, not the media type. In order to choose the appropriate
sanitization level, consider the following:
Identify and assign confidentiality levels.
Determining the type of storage media.
Consider the risk to confidentiality.
Deciding how the media will be used in the future. Will it be reused, sold, or donated? Or will it be physically
destroyed?

What is Data Sanitization?
“Data
Data Sanitization is the process of deliberately, permanently, and irreversibly removing the data stored on a
memory device to make it unrecoverable. A device that has been sanitized has no usable residual data, and
even with the assistance of advanced forensic tools, the data will not ever be recovered. There are three methods to achieve data sanitization: physical destruction, cryptographic erasure, and data erasure.”
Depending on the type of media, the condition of the device, and the confidentiality of the data stored on the device it is important
to choose the appropriate sanitization method. Certified data erasure offers tamper-proof audit reporting, sanitization for all sectors of a drive, and identification of bad sectors on a drive so that drives with poor health can be isolated and physically destroyed.
Certified data erasure offers a sustainable solution for organizations that want to reuse, sell, or donate a device.
Physical destruction methods such as shredding and degaussing may be effective, but do not provide tamper-proof reporting, verification, or the opportunity to reuse or sell a device. Many organizations use a combination of sanitization methods to achieve their
security, sustainability, and compliance goals.
Data destruction is not the same as data sanitization. Data destruction does not include verification or certification of successful
data removal beyond forensic recovery. This means that if a chosen method has not been proven to remove data in totality, whether
the data on that device is destroyed physically or by software, then it cannot be trusted as a data sanitization solution.
Read our eBook on Data Sanitization Best Practices to learn more.

Below is a list of the NIST 800-171 specifications and the requirements for media to be sanitized. Clarabyte supports these requirements through certified data erasure, verification of complete data removal, and identification of drives that should be physically
destroyed due to poor drive health.

NIST 800-171
Specification
3.2.2 SECURITY REQUIREMENT Ensure that personnel are trained to carry out their

assigned information security-related duties and responsibilities. DISCUSSION Organizations
determine the content and frequency of security training based on the assigned duties, roles,
and responsibilities of individuals and the security requirements of organizations and the
systems to which personnel have authorized access. In addition, organizations provide system
developers, enterprise architects, security architects, acquisition/procurement officials, software
developers, system developers, system or network administrators, personnel conducting
configuration management and auditing activities, personnel performing independent
verification and validation activities, security assessors, and other personnel having access to
system-level software, adequate security-related technical training specifically tailored for their
assigned duties. Comprehensive role-based training addresses management, operational, and
technical roles and responsibilities covering physical, personnel, and technical safeguards. Such
training can include, for example, policies, procedures, tools, and artifacts for the organizational
security roles defined. Organizations also provide the training necessary for individuals to carry
out their responsibilities related to operations and supply chain security within the context
of organizational information security programs. NIST Special Publication 800-181 provides
guidance on role-based information security training in the workplace.

3.3.1 SECURITY REQUIREMENT Create and retain system audit logs and records to the

extent needed to enable the monitoring, analysis, investigation, and reporting of unlawful or
unauthorized system activity. DISCUSSION An event is any observable occurrence in a system,
which includes unlawful or unauthorized system activity. Organizations identify event types for
which a logging functionality is needed as those events which are significant and relevant to
the security of systems and the environments in which those systems operate to meet specific
and ongoing auditing needs. Event types can include, for example, password changes, failed
logons or failed accesses related to systems, administrative privilege usage, or third-party
credential usage. In determining event types that require logging, organizations consider the
monitoring and auditing appropriate for each of the CUI security requirements. Monitoring and
auditing requirements can be balanced with other system needs. For example, organizations
may determine that systems must have the capability to log every file access both successful
and unsuccessful, but not activate that capability except for specific circumstances due to
the potential burden on system performance. Audit records can be generated at various levels
of abstraction, including at the packet level as information traverses the network. Selecting
the appropriate level of abstraction is a critical aspect of an audit logging capability and can
facilitate the identification of root causes to problems. Organizations consider in the definition
of event types, the logging necessary to cover related events such as the steps in distributed,
transaction-based processes (e.g., processes that are distributed across multiple organizations)
and actions that occur in service-oriented or cloud-based architectures. Audit record content
that may be necessary to satisfy this requirement includes, for example, time stamps, source
and destination addresses, user/process identifiers, event descriptions, success/fail indications,
filenames involved, and access control or flow control rules invoked. Event outcomes can
include indicators of event success or failure and event-specific results (e.g., the security
state of the system after the event occurred). Detailed information that organizations may
consider in audit records includes, for example, full text recording of privileged commands or
the individual identities of group account users. Organizations consider limiting the additional
audit log information to only that information explicitly needed for specific audit requirements.
This facilitates the use of audit trails and audit logs by not including information that could
potentially be misleading or could make it more difficult to locate information of interest.
Audit logs are reviewed and analyzed as often as needed to provide important information to
organizations to facilitate risk-based decision making. NIST Special Publication 800-92 provides
guidance on security log management.

3.3.3 SECURITY REQUIREMENT Certified data erasure generates tamper-proof

hardware and erasure reports. These auditable reports prove that data is effectively removed
from IT devices and promotes effective IT asset inventory control. If your organization is not
maintaining tight control over IT hardware and the effective data removal from those devices, it
may be time to consider improving this part of your cybersecurity strategy.

Data Sanitization Simplification
Simplify processes so that they are able to
be followed by staff. Use security tools or
processes that are effective and easy to deploy.
Certified data erasure removes all data from a
device or many, simultaneously. The
tamper-proof audit reporting assures that no
device is missed and compliance is guaranteed.
Drives that have bad sectors are identified by the
software and are able to be easily isolated so
that they may be physically destroyed.

Certified data erasure creates tamper-proof
hardware and erasure reports to document when
an erasure event occurs.
Even if drives are physically destroyed, the audit
logs generated prove that data was sanitized at
a specific date and time.

Certified data erasure generates tamper-proof
audit reports to prove that data is effectively
removed from IT devices.

Specification

Data Sanitization Simplification

3.3.9 SECURITY REQUIREMENT Clarabyte’s data erasure tools offer tiered access

Devices that have had their data sanitized are
no longer a risk for unauthorized data recovery.
Certified data erasure may be deployed before
a device is unplugged so that it does not leave a
secure environment containing data.

3.7.3 SECURITY REQUIREMENT Ensure equipment removed for off-site maintenance

Devices that have had their data sanitized are
no longer a risk for unauthorized data recovery.
Certified data erasure may be deployed before
a device is unplugged so that it does not leave a
secure environment containing data.

privileges and a password protected interface.

is sanitized of any CUI. DISCUSSION This control addresses the information security aspects
of system maintenance that is performed off-site and applies to all types of maintenance to
any system component (including applications) conducted by a local or nonlocal entity (e.g., incontract, warranty, in- house, software maintenance agreement). NIST Special Publication 80088 provides guidance on media sanitization.

The built-in hardware reports assure that all
devices are processed effectively and that no
data is missed.
3.8.1 SECURITY REQUIREMENT Clarabyte’s data erasure tools adhere to the NIST

Clarabyte’s data erasure tools adhere to the NIST
800.88 Clear and Purge guidelines.

3.8.2 SECURITY REQUIREMENT Limit access to CUI on system media to authorized

Devices that have had their data sanitized are
no longer a risk for unauthorized data recovery.
Certified data erasure may be deployed before
a device is unplugged so that it does not leave a
secure environment containing data.

800.88 Clear and Purge guidelines, verify data erasure across all sectors including hidden and
remapped sectors, and produce tamper-proof reports.

users. DISCUSSION Access can be limited by physically controlling system media and secure
storage. Physically controlling system media includes, for example, conducting inventories,
ensuring procedures are in place to allow individuals to check out and return media to the
media library, and maintaining accountability for all stored media. Secure storage includes, for
example, a locked drawer, desk, or cabinet, or a controlled media library.

The built-in hardware reports assure that all
devices are processed effectively and that no
data is missed.

3.8.3 SECURITY REQUIREMENT Sanitize or destroy system media containing CUI

before disposal or release for reuse. DISCUSSION This requirement applies to all system media,
digital and non-digital, subject to disposal or reuse, whether or not the media is considered
removable. Examples include: digital media found in scanners, copiers, printers, notebook
computers, workstations, network components, and mobile devices; and non-digital media such
as paper and microfilm. The sanitization process removes information from the media such
that the information cannot be retrieved or reconstructed. Sanitization techniques, including
clearing, purging, cryptographic erase, and destruction, prevent the disclosure of information
to unauthorized individuals when such media is released for reuse or disposal. Organizations
determine the appropriate sanitization methods, recognizing that destruction may be necessary
when other methods cannot be applied to media requiring sanitization. Organizations use
discretion on the employment of approved sanitization techniques and procedures for media
containing information in the public domain or publicly releasable, or deemed to have no adverse
impact on organizations or individuals if released for reuse or disposal. Sanitization of nondigital media includes, for example, destruction, removing CUI from a document, or redacting
selected sections or words from a document by obscuring the redacted sections or words in a
manner equivalent in effectiveness to removing the words or sections from the document. NARA
policy and guidance control the sanitization process for controlled unclassified information.
SPECIAL PUBLICATION 800-171 PROTECTING CONTROLLED UNCLASSIFIED INFORMATION IN
REVISION 1 NONFEDERAL SYSTEMS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Devices that have had their data sanitized are
no longer a risk for unauthorized data recovery.
Certified data erasure may be deployed before
a device is unplugged so that it does not leave a
secure environment containing data.
The built-in hardware reports assure that all
devices are processed effectively and that no
data is missed.

Specification
3.9.2 SECURITY REQUIREMENT Ensure that organizational systems containing CUI are

protected during and after personnel actions such as terminations and transfers. DISCUSSION
Protecting CUI during and after personnel actions may include, for example, return of system
related property and exit interviews. System-related property includes, for example, hardware
authentication tokens, identification cards, system administration technical manuals, keys, and
building passes. Exit interviews ensure that individuals who have been terminated understand
the security constraints imposed by being former employees and that proper accountability is
achieved for system-related property. Security topics of interest at exit interviews can include,
for example, reminding terminated individuals of nondisclosure agreements and potential
limitations on future employment. Exit interviews may not be possible for some terminated
individuals, for example, in cases related to job abandonment, illnesses, and non-availability of
supervisors. For termination actions, timely execution is essential for individuals terminated
for cause. In certain situations, organizations consider disabling the system accounts of
individuals that are being terminated prior to the individuals being notified. This requirement
applies to reassignments or transfers of individuals when the personnel action is permanent or
of such extended durations as to require protection. Organizations define the CUI protections
appropriate for the types of reassignments or transfers, whether permanent or extended.
Protections that may be required for transfers or reassignments to other positions within
organizations include, for example, returning old and issuing new keys, identification cards, and
building passes; closing system accounts and establishing new accounts; changing system
access authorizations (i.e., privileges); and providing for access to official records to which
individuals had access at previous work locations and in previous system accounts.

3.10.1 SECURITY REQUIREMENT Limit physical access to organizational systems,

equipment, and the respective operating environments to authorized individuals. DISCUSSION
This requirement applies to organizational employees, individuals with permanent physical
access authorization credentials, and visitors. Authorized individuals have credentials which
include, for example, badges, identification cards, and smart cards. Organizations determine the
strength of authorization credentials needed consistent with applicable laws, directives, policies,
regulations, standards, procedures, and guidelines. This requirement applies only to areas within
facilities that have not been designated as publicly accessible. Limiting physical access to
equipment may include, for example, placing equipment in locked rooms or other secured areas
and allowing access to authorized individuals only, and placing equipment in locations that
can be monitored by organizational personnel. Computing devices, external hard disk drives,
networking devices, monitors, printers, copiers, scanners, facsimile machines, and audio devices
are examples of equipment.

Data Sanitization Simplification
Removing all traces of data from a device
guarantees that no data may be unintentionally
recovered after that device is processed.
Organizations should recover the company
devices from terminated employees and sanitize
the data on the device so that it may be reused
or sold without containing data.

Devices that have had their data sanitized are
no longer a risk for unauthorized data recovery.
Certified data erasure may be deployed before
a device is unplugged so that it does not leave a
secure environment containing data.

Data sanitization with Clarabyte
Clarabyte’s intuitive and flexible data erasure software allows highly regulated organizations to automate their data sanitization processes to improve security, eliminate the risk of human error when processing devices, and guarantee compliance with the NIST
800-171 and NIST 800.88. Clarabyte’s proprietary algorithm offers data erasure for the entire spectrum of hard drives and solid
state drives, with verification of successful erasure, and tamper-proof reporting. This unmatched level of control over data removal
provides assurance that no trace of target data remains on a device and compliance is guaranteed.
Click here to learn more about ClaraWipe Pro.
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